Dr. Compton Praises Decision
Office of the President, October 23, 1935
To the Editor of The Tech
Sir:

I have read with considerable interest the announcement of the decision of the freshman council concerning the decision of the freshman council concerning the direction of the football team. I have been interested in the decision for some time and believe that the choice of the Sophomore Memorial is the right one. The Sophomore Memorial is the most popular and the most enthusiastic of the Sophomore teams. It has been the most consistent in its efforts and has shown the greatest spirit in recent years. I believe that the Sophomore Memorial is the team that will carry the Institute to victory in the upcoming season.

Very sincerely yours,

Karl T. Compton, President.
It is not often that Dr. Compton undertakes to comment in any way upon our underworld affairs; he has been one of the foremost exponents of the "hands off" policy. Yet, it should arouse the best minds to action the best minds have. It may be more difficult to have a package insured for mailing. It is a task which should be particularly in- tended for those who succeeded in taming so many little imps constantly endeavoring to make life harder than it is.
Sophomore Field Day Footballers Are Beaten 6-4

Harvard Second Team Wins Close Game With Line Backs and Two Kicks

John L. Hole Elected Captain

A lively football game between the Harvard Second Team and the Tech Octagonal 24th Fairly played over a stretch of 100 minutes, was won by the Harvard team, 6-4. Harvard's game was better than that of Tech, and the final score is an indication of the superiority of the Harvard team.

Field Day History

A complete and accurate history of Field Day compiled by Coach Oscar Hedlund will be printed in its entirety in the near future of THE TECH. The records include not only a full rec- ord of the events of each year, but percentage figures for each event.

Al Starita To Play Again For Tech Boat Club

Al Starita, a former member of the Tech Boat Club, will return to the Institute next year and will be a second-year student of Mechanical Engineering. He is expected to join the Boat Club immediately.

Johnny Mason, all men connected to the Boat Club: Dick Young, Jim Haines, Varsity coach, who outlined the prospects of the season; Rev. William E. Simmons, ‘38, Balti- more; Jack C. Robbins, Track Coach; Oscar Hedlund, President of the Boat Club; and William B. DuPont, Head of the Boat Club.

The following five men were initiated to the Institute's Beaver Key Society: John S. Mason, Don. John C. Austin, Don. Walter Wojtczak, Don. William E. Simmons, Jr., Don. John C. Robbins, Don.

 plans for annual yacht party told at crew banquet

five new members initiated to boat club immediately before dinner

enthusiastic group attends first crew dinner of season

al starita to play again for tech boat club

now for next year

Several freshmen are ready for next year

a hard-working gym team is already practicing five hours a week for next year’s season, beginning in January. Coach Forrest has a vas- ty equal of 21 working out and the Field Day will have a smaller number of freshmen. Some ambitious freshman have begun practice already despite its not being obligated.
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Once there was a freshman
Who didn't know the score—
And now he knows the racket,
By the time he was a Sophomore
He was learning more and more.

She was gazing at his pin—
Who didn't know the score-
A Co-ed always wins.

Northeastern University claims
That the "Song of the Coed" in BLANK were should run as follows:
"Camels are tall
Worms crawl
... Turkish and Domestic... than any other popular brand.

The results of the contest will be printed in the December issue of the Tech Engineering News.